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Sizing  -  Sanding  machines
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varnished pieces
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Your needs  
are our priority

100% productivity
100% 

TL13

pieces of variable width chipboardlaminate wood frames solid wood + chipboard 
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large-diameter lifting cylinder cardan drive (only on request) 

cleaning and finishing units

modularity of choice betw

veneered veneered + perforated
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Modularity of choice between
major operators

ween major operators

veneered with thickness variation curved veneered veneered with complex shapes double operation

100% productivity
100% 

TL13

control electronics on panel  
(only on request)



R - 1 roller 1

The choice of machining  units:
up to four units in sequence for impeccable machining operations
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RR - 1 calibrating roller 
- 1 calibrating roller

1
1

RT - 1 calibrating roller
- 1 sanding pad

1
1

RK - 1 calibrating roller
- 1 combined

roller/pad

1 
1

KT - 1 combined
roller/pad

- 1 sanding pad

1

1

TT - 1 sanding pad
- 1 sanding pad

1
1

T

K - 1 combined
roller/pad

1

- 1 sanding pad 1
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RRR - 3 rollers 3

RTT - 1 calibrating roller
- 1 sanding pads

1
1

RKT - 1 calibrating roller
- 1 combined

roller/pad
- 1 sanding pad

1
1

1

4R - 4 rollers 4

3RT - 3 rollers
- 1 sanding pad

3
1

2R2T

3RK - 3 rollers
- 1 combined

roller/pad

3
1

RRT - 2 rollers
- 1 sanding pad

2
1

RRK - 2 rollers
- 1 combined

roller/pad

2
1

P

C

example

All versions can
feature a
transversal belt
placed:

• at the front at
infeed 

• at the rear at
outfeed

• in intermediate
position
between the
longitudinal
units

•

•

•

• In all calibrating
roller versions,
replacement is
possible with a
planer unit.

- 2 rollers
- 2 sanding pads

2
2

•
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Rollers
Rollers with optional diameter of 230, 300,
and 400 mm in steel or covered in vulcanised
rubber with helical grooves to favour cooling
and with spiral angle that can vary according
to the selected hardness for higher or lower
cutting capacity according to need.

Large diameter rollers - up to 400
mm - used for finishing operations.

Grain  recovery  adjustment
Each roller unit features a device for adjusting the ON/OFF work posi-
tion from the control panel. This is complete with switch for positioning
according to the chosen sanding grain and wear. The device is also
available (optional) with automatic time operation (ENCODER) at work-
piece infeed and outfeed.

The steel rollers permit removing large quantities of material and
protect the roller against damage caused by over-feeding or pieces
containing potentially dangerous material such as nails, clips, etc...

Finishing rollers cove-
red with rubber - 30
to 20 Sh

Calibration rollers covered with vulcani-
sed rubber - 90  75 Sh.
Calibration/sanding rollers covered with
vulcanised rubber - 70 to 60 Sh.
Sanding rollers covered with vulcanised
rubber - 55 to 35 Sh.

RR  machining  unit  -    

steel vulcanised rubber with choice of hardness
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Planer  roller
Planer roller dia. 180 mm featuring 540 plates with 4
interchangeable cutting faces. Arranged in 8 helical spi-
rals, they make possible removing over 4 mm of mate-
rial on solid wood or blockboard with a degree of finish
that can be easily completed by a second roller with
100/120 sanding grain.
The driving power of the unit with 30 HP motor is far
superior to that normally required by the tool to perform
the machining operations for which it is designed taking
into account that the feed speed is generally between 4
and 14 m/1'* (*this varies according to the type of
wood, the size of the piece and the amount of material
removed).

PP  machining  unit    -  

Planer  unit  and  carriage
The pull-out planer version is best used together
with the tool carriage for easier unit maintenan-
ce outside the machine. In the case of the dis-
engageable planer version, the machine can be
switched ON/OFF from a control panel.
Maintenance and knife change are done inter-
nally from the front of the machine.
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TTPP  machining  unit    -  

Pneumatic  pad
Electronically-operating pneumatic pad at workpiece infeed and outfeed (*) consisting of an inflatable
inner tube with adjustable pressure and a removable felt for sanding and finishing operations.

Kombi
Combination of just one roller belt, choice of calibrating or sanding version, and a pneumatic pad TP
as described above.

KK  machining  unit    -      

(*) Electronic operation of pad on workpiece.  

a) Piece infeed

b) Pad operation

c) Machining operation 

d) Disengagement of
pad at workpiece out-
feed.

a)

b)

c)

d)

a) b) c) d)



TTSSPP  machining  unit    -      

Sectioned  pneumatic  pad
Electronic pneumatic pad split into choice of 30-40-
60 sections. Thanks to a front reading bar (electro-
nic or mechanical) the workpiece can be scanned
with targeted operation only of the sections involved
with respect to the geometric shape. Each section is
moved by a cylinder operated by two contrasting
pneumatic pressures which operate on the piece in
a smooth and flexible way, permitting the uniform
machining of surfaces with thickness variations of
over 2 mm.
Work pressure intensity on the sides with respect to
the centre can also be controlled, as can the pres-
sure on the front and rear of the panel.
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Examples  of  machining  operations



1

CC  machining  unit  -  

Transversal
Sanding belt positioned before, after or between the longitudinal
machining units, operating with cross movement with respect to
the direction of workpiece feed.
Driven by an electronic pneumatic pad split into 30-40-60 sec-
tions. Thanks to a front reading bar (electronic or mechanical) the
workpiece can be scanned with targeted operation only of the sec-
tions involved with respect to the geometric shape. Sanding belt
drive is combined with a further soft felt foliated belt turning at a
speed different to that of the sanding belt to favour cooling and
removal of dusts and increase the degree of finish. 
The transversal direction of operation combined with that of the
longitudinal belts permits the crossover of the grains and favours
a better finish and in certain cases the easy removal of remains of
glue, paper and staples thanks among other things to the two
speed 9.2/15 HP motor and to the pneumatic cleaning blower
equipping the machine.
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Cleaning  and
Scotch  brite  rollers
Brushing rollers made of vege-
table or synthetic fibre for
removing any wood dusts or
varnish from the belt or
panels. Abrasive satin-finish
rollers (Scotch brite) with
variable gauges (as required)
for further satin-finishing the
varnished pieces or better
shaving the fur of the wood
before varnishing.
All the units feature their own
extraction hoods.

Rusticating  brush  unit
To obtain a surface where the hard wood fibres are highlighted with
respect to the soft fibres, creating a worn surface effect which is
rough to the touch. The combination is available of two roller
brushes each having a diameter of 200 mm, one in steel wire and
another follow-up roller in abrasive plastic wire material.
Fitted to the outside machine body at outfeed and equipped with
their own protection and dust extraction guard, they are driven by a
7.5 HP motor for each brush.
Start and stop is from the control panel and work position is
adjustable manually by means of the handle on the unit complete
with indicator. This application also envisages the extension of the
worktable at outfeed.

Brush made of tampico  for cleaning the
panels or the rubber-covered belt.

Finishing brush in abrasive tissue Steel wire or abrasive plastic brush
for rusticating unit

Rotating  nozzles
Pneumatic blowers with high-pressure rotating nozzles, with timed
action at workpiece infeed/outfeed for perfect removal of dusts and
work residues, featuring own extraction hood.

Belt  blowers
Swinging pneumatic blowers positioned close to the dust extraction
point to cool and keep the sanding belt clean, thus allowing a better
finish and longer sanding belt life without too much air consumption if
the system is linked to the timer which operates blowing only on work-
piece transit.

accessories  -  
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accessories  -  

Linear  actuator
Electropneumatic roller working height positioning device with sanding grain
thickness offsetting function and with a further (optional) timed operation
function at workpiece infeed and outfeed. Device also available linked to NC.

Check  Panel
The check panel is a diagnostic system integrating all machine emergencies.
In case of a stoppage, this shows exactly where remedial action should be
taken to restore operation.

DPS  Control
Control and centring of the sanding belt with 3-sensor electronic device for
reduced air consumption or in pressurised DPS (Dust proof system)*

Belt  variator
Belt feed speed variable from minimum 3 to maximum 21 mpm by
means of a frequency variator (frequency drive) with control and display
on luminous screen on the control panel.

Check  Panel  
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Vacuum  table
Perforated vacuum belt table underneath the machi-
ning units. By means of an electric suction fan, comple-
te with silencer, this creates a suction effect such as to
hold still and favour the feed of varnished, short or thin
pieces.

Sectioned  shoe  clamp
The pneumatic shoe clamp, with 26 different sections, is normally combined with
the planer unit and operates on blockboard panels or pieces of various thickness
positioned side by side, maintaining these still and stable for better operator
safety and regular removal along the entire length of the piece.

Shoe  clamps
Pneumatic adjustable shoe clamps made with a
sturdy steel structure where the workpiece contact
surfaces are made of treated material. Together with
the rubber covered rollers incorporated inside, this
favours sliding and reduces friction. Generally spea-
king, these are recommended for working short, thin
flexible or askew pieces.

accessories  -  
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accessories  -  

Anti-sstatic  bar
Anti-static bar located at workpiece outfeed. This neutralises static char-
ges affecting the workpiece due to the friction caused by the sanding of
synthetic surfaces such as varnishes, PVC, etc.…

Belt  length  3250
Extension of the length of sanding belts with respect to standard to ensure
prolonged life of sanding belt and degree of finish and better belt cooling.

Nonius  positioning  device
Device for automatically measuring workpiece thickness, including that of long
and awkward pieces and with the option of pre-setting the quantity of wood to be
removed according to the sanding grain used.

Belt  reversal  
The direction of rotation of the sanding belt can be easily selected from
the control panel. This can be either in the same or opposite direction to
that of belt feed. Especially suitable for working short, thin or varnished
pieces and for upgrading finishing in general.



Control  panel
In the basic machine version, the control panel fea-
tures a dustproof membrane push-button panel.
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Automatic  Control  and  Control  system    -    

CN  048
Numeric control with Siemens computer featuring 256 K of RAM, able to
easily store endless work cycles with complete control of all machine
functions whatever the number of machining units. 10" LCD colour gra-
phic display monitor with machine functions controlled in automatic,
semi-automatic or manual mode. Besides starting all the motors in
sequence, the instrument also acts as an emergency autotest system in
case of machine stoppage and, by means of a digital histogram, warns
the operator in good time about sanding belt wear and machine produc-
tivity.

CN  084
High-potential numeric control with Siemens computer with 256 K of
RAM, able to store up to 200 work cycles and featuring several outputs
for the control of various operating functions.
5" LCD  128 pixel graphic display monitor with machine functions con-
trolled in automatic, semi-automatic or manual mode. Besides starting all
the motors in sequence, the instrument also acts as an emergency auto-
test system in case of machine stoppage.
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Automatic  Control  and  Control  system    -    

Touch  Control
Innovative "sensorial" panel that triggers the controls by simply touching a sensitive screen
on which a graph appears with the operating functions.
Simple and immediate to understand, only a few minutes are required to enter a new
program and only a few seconds to select pre-set functions.  
Available on board the machine or on a separate panel.



Technical  features  -  

31LT 31LT 31LT 31LT 31LT

htdiwgnikrowelbasU mm 0531 0531 0531 0531 0531

thgiehgnikrowmumixaM mm 002 002 002 002 002

sezistleB mm 0262x0831 0262x0831 0262x0831 0262x0831 0262x0831

deepsdeeF ’1/m 12÷3 12÷3 12÷3 12÷3 12÷3

rotomdeeF PH 44444

rotomgnitfiL PH 2,1/6,0 2,1/6,0 2,1/6,0 2,1/6,0 2,1/6,0

teltuorepnoitcusnoitaripsA m3 h/ 0552 0552 0552 0552 0552

noitpmusnocriatlebhcaE nim/.L.N 0202020202

srewolbhtiwnoitpmusnocriatlebhcaE nim/.L.N 038 038 038 038 038

thgiew.xorppA gk
0584 0584 0584 0584 0584 )-tleb1(
0215 0215 0215 0215 0215 )-stleb2(
0565 0565 0565 0565 0565 )-stleb3(
0576 0576 0576 0576 0576 )-stleb4(
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Technical  features  -  
ledomtinu1 ledomtinu1 ledomtinu1 ledomtinu1 ledomtinu1

11111
sledomstinu2 sledomstinu2 sledomstinu2 sledomstinu2 sledomstinu2

22222
sledomstinu3 sledomstinu3 sledomstinu3 sledomstinu3 sledomstinu3

33333
sledomstinu4 sledomstinu4 sledomstinu4 sledomstinu4 sledomstinu4

44444

RRRRR TTTTT KKKKK RRRRRRRRRR TRTRTRTRTR KRKRKRKRKR TKTKTKTKTK TTTTTTTTTT RRR RRR RRR RRR RRR TRR TRR TRR TRR TRR KRR KRR KRR KRR KRR TTR TTR TTR TTR TTR TKR TKR TKR TKR TKR R4R4R4R4R4 TR3 TR3 TR3 TR3 TR3 T2R2 T2R2 T2R2 T2R2 T2R2 KR3 KR3 KR3 KR3 KR3

retemaiD 1 ts rellor mm 003 - 091 032 032 032 091 - 032 032 032 032 032 032 032 032

retemaiD 2 dn rellor mm 003 091 - - 032 032 032 - 091 032 032 032

retemaiD 3 dn rellor mm 003 - 091 - - 032 032 -

retemaiD 4 dn rellor mm 003 - -

ssendraH 1 ts rellor HS 52 - 58 58 58 58 58 - 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58

ssendraH 2 dn rellor HS - - - 53 - 56 - - 56 56 56 - 56 57 56 56 57

ssendraH 3 dn rellor HS 53 - 53 - - 55 53 - 55

ssendraH 4 dn rellor HS 53 - - 53

S dapgnidna - DTS DTS - DTS DTS DTS DTS - DTS DTS DTS DTS - DTS DTS DTS

1 ts rewoprotomtleb PH 51 51 51 51 51 51 51 51 51 51 51 51 51 51 51 51 51

2 dn rewoprotomtleb PH 51 51 51 51 51 51 51 51 51 51 51 51 51 51

3 dr rewoprotomtleb PH 51 51 51 51 51 51 51 51 51

4 ht rewoprotomtleb PH 51 51 51 51

htgnelgnikrowmuminiM 1 ts tleb mm 053 004 074 592 592 592 074 004 592 592 592 592 592 592 592 592 592

htgnelgnikrowmuminiM 2 dn tleb mm 053 004 074 004 004 592 592 592 004 074 592 592 592 592

htgnelgnikrowmuminiM 3 dn tleb mm 053 004 074 004 004 592 592 004 592

htgnelgnikrowmuminiM 4 dn tleb mm 053 004 004 074

.aidmm081sdoohnoitcartxetsuD 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 5 5
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The information in this brochure is purely indicative.
CB Levigatrici reserve the right to make any changes to the models described in this brochure at any time for technical or commercial reasons.


